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Abstract: We describe a classification concept, that allows us to discriminate four different
domains: the dimension of the internal world model, presentation effects based on different
techniques, perception mechanism, and the conceptualization of the world's dimensions in
the user's mental model. This classification concept is applied to visual depth cues and
acoustical signals. The user's perceptual feeling of being immersed in the context of virtual
interfaces can be achieved by different presentation effects based on several techniques. ⁄A
major problem in designing n-D user interfaces is the fact, that designers do not have any
metrics or benchmarks for applying the optimal software and hardware setting given a
certain task. Different experiments for the visual information processing channel show, that,
for example, depth cues for monocular perception are often sufficient versus binocular depth
cues (often called stereo). Experiments show that combining different presentation and
inter–action techniques in a synergetic way may give further advantages for the
effectiveness of n-D user interfaces.
KEYWORDS: classification concept, user interface design, virtual reality, interactive 3D
simulation, human computer interaction, empirical validation.
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INTRODUCTION
Progress in information visualization, human-computer interaction, sensing technologies,
integrated multimedia platforms and increased computing power extend traditional user
interface metaphors towards multi-dimensional and multi-modal user interface concepts. As
pointed out in [11] and [24], there is an increasing interest for spatial displays and
instruments. There is a need for formal and empirical user studies to verify and expand on nD user-interface concepts. The classification of 2-D, 2.5-D, or 3-D is not sufficiently when we
take modern interface types into account (e.g., multimedia, multimodality, virtual reality). If
we design more than one input and output channel, then we must pay attention to inter and
intra modal dependencies [7], [16].
We need a deeper understanding in information representation technologies to produce
optimal conceptual effects and new metaphors for fully n-D computer generated userinterfaces. Such n-D user-interfaces may allow the designer an effective use of design
space and may help in better visualizing complex relationships between information units,
and in consequence better understanding of complex data. Also the taxonomies used in
traditional information processing design techniques have to be over thought regarding new
potentials offered by modern simulation technologies.
DESIGN CONCEPT
As a first approach, to work out the parameters for immersion and their effectiveness on human perception, we point out a design concept, that allows us to discriminate four different
domains. We found for the designer's side: (1) The computer internal presentation of scenes
or objects, typically characterized by internal data structures or topological dimensions, and
(2) presentation effects based on different techniques to visualize and to make the objects
heard. We found for the user's side: (3) Human visual perception mechanisms of the
presented objects and environments, and (4) the conceptualization of the world's dimensions
in the user's mental model (see Figure 1 and 2).
Different transformation processes relate these dimensions to each other by [3], [13], [15].
The user's perceptual feeling of being immersed in the context of new multi-dimensional
user interfaces can be achieved by different techniques. On the user's side psychological
and physiological factors affect the success of viewing and interpreting.
Therefore we have to notice, that some people for example can not see stereo and a
proportion of males is red-green color blind. This fact leads to a very important question: Is
binocular disparity necessary for future n-D metaphors to support the user with n-D mental
models? The results of empirical investigations presented in this paper try to give first
answers to the above question. This is a first step to propose a metric suite to n-D
environments with a maximum of immersion.
VALIDATION OF THE CONCEPT
Human perception consists of several channels: visual sense, auditory sense, smell, taste,
skin sensation, kinesthesis and equilibratory senses. The visual and auditory sense uses
information coming from the kinesthesis and equilibratory sense. Before we describe the
visual and the auditory channel on a more detailed level, we will introduce the function of
kinesthesis and equilibratory senses.
Our ordinary vocabulary lacks a word for the sensory system that informs us of the position
and movement of parts of the body. Kinesthesis is the muscle, tendon, and joint sense (e.g.,
force perception). Without kinesthesis we would have great difficulty in maintaining posture,
walking, climbing, and in controlling voluntary movements such as reaching, grasping, and
manipulating (see for example [8]).
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Cooperating with kinesthesis are the equilibratory senses, which deal with total body position
in relation to gravity and with motion of the body as a whole. The relation of bodily parts to
one another and to external objects is the responsibility of kinesthesis; the orientation of the
body in space is the responsibility of the equilibratory senses. The equilibratory senses also
signal accelerated motion in a straight line, but sometimes they produce illusions that distort
the true path of motion. These illusions occur in flying, because of changes in speed and the
banking and climbing of the plane. For example, when a plane is increasing its speed
gradually, a blindfolded subject may feel sure that the plane is climbing; if its speed is decreasing gradually, he/she may feel equally sure that it is diving.
How important and strong is the influence of the kinesthesis and equilibratory senses of an
actively moved subject to his/her visual and auditory information processing? This influence
was demonstrated and proved by Held and Freedman [9]. Disturbances of this correlation
can be the reason for vertigo and dizziness. On the other side, it is also possible to recover
the three-dimensional structure from motion of observed objects. If a shadow is cast by rotating wire shape onto a screen, a passive viewer can readily perceive the shape of the
structure behind the screen from the dynamic shadow pattern [29]; when static, the screen
looks like a random collection of lines.
Visual signals
When the observer or an object moves, certain higher-order characteristics of the optic array
remain invariant while others change. These invariants over time specify the layout of the
environment precisely. The observer perceives simple by 'picking up' these invariances [15].
Definition of basic terms:
Light: The visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Color: The different qualities as seen when sunlight is sent through a prism (chromatic
colors), and additionally black and white (achromatic colors).

Contrast and Sensitivity: The retina is designed to keep the response range of the visual
system in register with ambient illumination, thus enabling the retina to form high-contrast
neural images over a broad range of light conditions (e.g., dark adaptation). Two types of
neural signals can be encoded by the visual system: a change-sensitive, transient signal as
well as a level-sensitive (sustained) signal.
Feature extraction: The visual system has line, edge, and corner detectors. Other units
analyze the difference between a coarse and a fine pattern. Texture perception includes
higher-level processes. Surface perception is not only defined by its edges, but more
importantly by its lightness, color, or texture.
Control Mechanisms in Localization: To put objects into the primary attention focus (e.g., the
central region of the retina, called fovea), a human makes extremely rapid and coordinated
movements of the head, eyes, and often even the limbs. For example, to hold the palm behind the ear conch brings sound into the auditory perception focus. There are at least two
coordinating centers, one handling principally sensory input and the second concerned
mainly with motor coordination.
Visual perception and looking:
To determine the point of visual attention, several studies measured eye movements. There
are much unsolved problems to correlate eye movements with higher psychological processes. But, 'eyes as output' are one of the best empirical sources. Kahneman ([10] pp. 64-65)
distinguishes three types of eye movements:
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(1) Spontaneous looking, which is governed by collative features of signals (novelty,
complexity, incongruity). Responses to such signals are 'enduring dispositions,' rooted in
the innate tendency to respond to contours, and toward moving objects.
(2) Task-relevant looking is viewed as an allocation problem. It is a characteristic of the eye
in that it has sharp vision at its center or fovea, while peripheral vision is increasingly
less distinct on outwards. Parafoveal vision is very sensitive to movements. Sharp vision
occurs in sequential glances. The problem of where next to look is resolved through the
interaction of task constraints and the visual context.
(3) Looking is a function of the changing orientation of thought. Eye movements of this type
seem to reflect the overall transitions between stages of thought, even when the
location, where the human is looking, cannot possibly offer any 'new' information. The
eye movements during thought seem to be related to the balance of activity between the
two hemispheres, the rate of mental activity generally.
All these three types of visual information gathering strategies are one reason that we have
a closed loop between the 'perception mechanisms' and the 'concept of the world' (see
Figure 1 and 2).
Experimental investigations:
We use our design concept (Figure 1) to describe empirical results in a more detailed way.
Ware et al. [26] could show, that motion perspective is more important than stereo. The best
combination is head coupling with stereo. Monocular depth cues only based on vde:{1.3,
1.4, 1.5} scored low in error performance. The first step of user improvement (33%) could be
reached adding vde:{2.4}. The monocular depth cues with additional head coupling
(vde:{4.1}) improved user performance by 83%. The greatest improvement (94%) was
measured with vde:{1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.4, 4.1}.
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Figure 1. A design concept for the visual channel for an n-D user interface (see also [23]).
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In one of our own experiments we could not proof the hypothesis, that 3-D perception based
on anaglyph (vde:{1.4, 1.5, 2.1}) is better than a 2.5-D presentation only with monocular
depth cues (vde:{1.4, 1.5}). For a more detailed discussion of this empirical investigation see
[22].
Pfeffer et al. [18] could show the following improvements of distance estimations for near
distance areas (6–8 m): 18% for vde:{1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8} compared with vde:{1.3, 1.5,
1.7, 1.8}; 26% for vde:{1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8} compared with vde:{1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8}; 35% for
vde:{1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 2.4} compared with vde:{1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8}.
On the other hand, Neisser [15] could show that the quality of perception is strongly influenced by movements (vdm:{3.1, 3.2, 3.3}). To demonstrate the importance of motion for visual perception the following experimental setting was used by Cornsweet [1]: A tiny slide
projector was mounted on a contact lens attached to the cornea. A slide is projected onto a
screen, and the eye wearing the lens looks at the image. Since the lens and the projector
move with the eye, the image presented to the retina is stabilized; that is, the retinal image
impinges on the same retinal receptors regardless of eye movements. When the projector is
first turned on, the subject sees the projected figure with normal, or slightly better than normal, visual acuity. Within a few seconds the image begins to fade and within a minute
disappears altogether. Changes in illumination on receptors are necessary for us to perceive
objects (vde:{2.4, 3.4, 4.1} or vdm:{3.1, 3.2, 3.3})!
Presentation techniques:
Depth information within a virtual environment can be achieved by different techniques. In
our model, we look at the amount of computed images or viewpoints to present a virtual
scene to the user. One-image techniques with only one viewpoint -- such as superposition or
size perspective -- are most common to produce depth cues. Superposition means that near
objects overlap objects fare away from the user's viewpoint. Size perspective means that
objects nearer are bigger than those further away.
With new visual display technologies, stereoscopic viewing can be generated. The two
images -- to produce the stereo effect -- are either presented simultaneously (head mounted
displays; red-green glasses) or consecutively (polarized glasses; LCD shutter glasses).
Acoustical signals
Auditory perception is a temporally extended activity. Sound waves exist only in time. The
listener continuously develops more or less specific readiness for what will come next, based on information he has already picked up.
The perception of auditory signal patterns in everyday life can come in very different forms: a
car driving by on the street, a dripping faucet, the confusion of voices from a crowd of people, opera music, a plane flying by, the buzz of a travel alarm clock, the beeping of a wristwatch, etc.
All of these acoustical signals are divided into four categories: speech, music, sound and
noise; sometimes noises and sounds are heard and grouped together. All of these
categories are described sufficiently in physical terms through the mixing and superposition
of different pitches, frequencies, volumes and sound duration.
The audio channel can be divided into two components: auditory verbal (spoken words) and
auditory non-verbal (sound effects and music). The terms that we use later in this paper are
defined as follows.
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Definition of basic terms:
Audio signal pattern: description of all perceptible audio signals.
Speech: The description of all audio signals that have describable grammar structures.
Music: Complex audio signal pattern that has rhythmic describable structures.
Tone: Simple audio signal pattern with rhythmic describable structure.
Everyday sounds: Acoustical signals that have a complex, non periodic structure (e.g.,
noise).
Everyday sound perception:
One of the essential differences between these categories, however, lies in their semantics:
Speech serves primarily to convey information, while music and noise can have a pleasant
or an unpleasant influence on the emotions. For musicians and other people who are
intimate with this area, music and noise have a comparable semantic and informative
character as speech does for the normal citizen. Besides from music and noise, the listener
is interested next in the possibility of undisturbed, context-free perception.
In contrast to music and noise, everyday sounds have a self standing characteristic; they are
extremely context sensitive and event related [4]. Through the physical interaction of different objects in 3-D space sounds of everyday life are created and through propagation
they become audible through the air. In comparison with music and noises, the semantically
relevant dimension of sound lies not with the characteristic quality of the auditory signal
pattern itself, but rather with the quality of the sound producing event as it respects the
concerned object [14].
This difference leads us to the conclusion that sounds are interpreted differently than music
based upon their quality. When listening to music we are primarily interested in the effect of
music on us; while when hearing everyday sounds we are interested in the quality of the
sound producing object and the accompanying circumstances (e.g., surrounding conditions,
events, etc.). Of course, music can be heard from the perspective of every day use; in this
case the listener pays attention to the nature and tune of the instrument in use, to the tempo,
to the acoustic, to the place of performance, etc. This method of listening to music is dependent upon the listener's knowledge of this domain field; only someone who is experienced with music will be able to extract all the various aspects from a piece of music.
The average adult is, for the interpretation of everyday sounds, an expert with a large
degree of knowledge from experience. This knowledge allows one to evaluate everyday
sounds according to the following criteria for relevant information:
1) Information about the physical occurrence: we hear, if the fallen glass clinks or breaks.
2) Information about hidden events: when knocking on the wall, we can hear if it is hollow.
3) Information about dynamic changes: when filling a wine glass, we can hear when it is full
and runs over.
4) Information about abnormal conditions: we hear, when the car engine ceases to function
properly and runs irregularly.
5) Information about occurrences outside of the visual field: the sound of footsteps behind
us 'tells' us if someone is approaching.
Listening to everyday sounds is based upon the perception of events and not upon the
perception of sounds in and of themselves. This fact becomes clear in the following
example:
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--------------------------------------------------------------------

Illustrative example:
A pen dropped upon a piece of paper from a height of about 15 cm created a different sound
than when it is dropped upon the hard surface of a desk. An altogether different sound is
created when a rubber eraser is dropped upon the paper or, respectively, on the desk.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The sound created in each case of the previous example is neither a characteristic of any of
the participating objects (pen, rubber eraser, sheet of paper, desk surface) nor a
characteristic of the occurrence 'dropped' itself. The four different sounds in the examples
are, with an observation that holds true to the reality of the situation solely determined by
their respective interaction and environmental conditions. Everyday sounds are therefore
due to a lack of better descriptive possibilities, often described through the underlying
occurrence.
We describe -- for example -- every impact sound as the result of one or several interactions
between one or several solid objects at a certain place and in a certain environment. The
attributes of every interaction influence the generated sound. Simultaneously, the participating objects, which take part in the sound generation process, can consist of different
physical conditions (states of aggregation), materials as well as their configurations. All
relevant attributes have an influence on the generated sound. The hearing of sounds in
everyday life is based on the perception of events caused by an interaction and not on the
perception of sounds as such.
Every sound is also a result of one or more interactions between two or more objects in a
definite place and in definite surroundings and can be defined as the following [20]:

Sound = f(Interaction(s), objects, surroundings, place, time)
Every interaction possesses attributes that have an influence on the produced sound. At the
same time the shared objects can participate in the production of sound from different aggregate conditions, materials, and even their configuration. The configurations of these materials possess attributes that also can have an influence on the produced sound.
Presentation techniques:
Echo, reverberation, phase differences, overtones, sound conduction routes, masking
effects, inter-aural intensity differences, position and orientation of listener's head are
important factors in the perception of auditory information. Especially the modeling and
consideration of the audio source position and head related parameters (head position and
orientation, anatomy of the pinna as a linear filter), intensity differences, temporal or phase
differences between arriving signals play a significant role in spatial sound perception and
generation using head related transfer functions (HRTF). Timbre is affected by the envelope
of the sound signal (the rate of amplitude modulations).
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Figure 2. A design concept for the auditory channel for an n-D user interface.

Experimental investigations:
We use our design concept (Figure 2) to describe empirical results in a more detailed way.
Stevens and Newman [25] presented data on sound localization in a free field. The explanation maintains that non transient tones are localized through two sets of cues: for low frequencies, temporal cues are dominant; for higher frequencies, intensive cues are dominant
(ae:{1.1, 1.2}). In the midrange, neither cue is effective and localization errors occur. For
complex sounds like noise and impulses, both cues operate simultaneously.
However, the cues of Stevens and Newman [25] are not effective in localizing sound in a
non-free field. In this case, head movements provide cue information (ae:{1.1, 1.2} and
am:{3.2}) [27]; without movement, the time of arrival of the initial transients in the wave front
provides a reliable cue of location when compared to the second (echo) transient [28]. The
research on lateralization -- 'locating' the sound image within one's head when sound is presented dichotically with earphones -- has indicated that time and intensity cues are both
operable in a complementary manner (ae:{1.1, 1.2, 3.1} and am:{2.1}).
We carried out an experiment to estimate the effect of sound feedback of hidden events [19],
[21]. Eight students of computer science operated a process simulation program of an
assembly line with computer numeric controlled (CNC) robots. Relevant information of
disturbances and machine breakdowns was given only in a visual (vdt:{1.0} and vdm:{2.0}),
and in visual and audible form (vdt:{1.0}, vdm: {2.0}, ae:{2.1} and am:{2.1}). The results indicate, that the additional sound feedback of hidden events improves significantly the operator
performance and increases positively some mood aspects of the users.
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Comparison of visual and acoustical signals
The textual representation of information is of most use when the user is familiar with the
domain area and can demonstrate much experience and knowledge in that domain area. In
comparison, more concrete (visual and auditory) representations of information that the user
can query are of most use when the domain area is new and unknown [12]. By comparing
audio signal patterns with visual signal patterns the different advantages of each can be
shown (see Table 1).
Table 1. Guidelines for determining whether to adopt the visual or the audio channel in presenting information (see also [2] and [7]).
Use visual presentation if:

Use auditory presentation if:

1. Message is complex.

1. Message is simple.

2. Message is long.

2. Message is short.

3. Message will be referred to later.

3. Message will not be referred to later.

4. Message deals with location in space.

4. Message deals with events in time.

5. Message does not call for immediate action.

5. Message calls for immediate action.

6. Auditory system of the user is overburdened.

6. Visual system of the user is overburdened.

7. Receiving location is to noisy.

7. Receiving location is too bright or darkadaptation integrity is necessary.

8. User's task allows him to remain in one position.

8. User's task requires him to move around
continually.

Sounds and music can be used to improve the user's understanding of visual predecessors
or can stand alone as independent sources of information. (For example: sounds as
diagnostic support applied with the direction of a process simulation [7].)
The parallel use of different media and the resulting parallel distribution of information, for
example by simultaneously showing a predecessor through a concrete representation and
its explanation through audio distribution, leads to a denser sharing of information. In this
case, the user can dedicate his attention solely to the visual information, which has parallel
audio support. This reduces the need to change the textual or other visual delivery and
prevents the overflow of visual information [5], [19].
The redundancy of information represented visually and auditory, as long as the representation of the information is realistically formed, is sensed not as disturbing, but instead it demands and increases information reception. It is important that with simultaneous
information representation, that the information is harmonized together and that the different
media are well synchronized [7].
CONCLUSIONS
Multiplicity of information is surely used in the act of perceiving. The mental schemata that
accept information and direct the search for more of it are not visual or auditory or tactile, but
perceptual [15]. The interdepencies between different perception channels are often neglected [7].
We could show that the differentiation of presentation effects on the output channel is helpful
to describe and to categorize several empirical findings in a straight forward manner. For the
description of empirical studies it would be of extreme value, if the test conditions would be
classified in the context of our design concept.
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The next step is to extend our design concept with other senses (tactile, etc.). It is not so
easy to go this way , because we observed a substantial lack of empirical research in this
area.
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